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Proxy-Based Authorization and Accountingfor Distributed SystemsB. Cli�ord NeumanInformation Sciences InstituteUniversity of Southern CaliforniaAbstractDespite recent widespread interest in the secure au-thentication of principals across computer networksthere has been considerably less discussion of dis-tributed mechanisms to support authorization and ac-counting. By generalizing the authentication model tosupport restricted proxies, both authorization and ac-counting can be easily supported. This paper presentsthe proxy model for authorization and shows how themodel can be used to support a wide range of au-thorization and accounting mechanisms. The proxymodel strikes a balance between access-control-list andcapability-based mechanisms allowing each to be usedwhere appropriate and allowing their use in combina-tion. The paper describes how restricted proxies canbe supported using existing authentication methods.1 IntroductionThe problem of authentication across computernetworks has received much attention in recent years.Authentication is often only a step in the process ofauthorization or accounting. The goal is to verify thatthe individual making a request is authorized to do so,or to guarantee that the correct individual is chargedfor an operation. Despite the close ties among theseproblems, little progress has been made in providingsecure, widespread, distributed mechanisms for autho-rization and accounting. To date, authorization andaccounting have most often been supported locally bya server, instead of by the use of distributed autho-rization or accounting services. Such authorizationand accounting services will be critical as the networkis used more and more for electronic commerce andother applications where clients and servers not previ-ously known to one another must interact. By gener-alizing the authentication model to support restrictedproxies, distributed authorization and accounting canbe easily supported.

This paper presents a uni�ed model for authentica-tion, authorization, and accounting that is based onproxies. Section 2 de�nes the term proxy and brieydescribes how proxies can be supported by existingauthentication mechanisms. The use of proxies for au-thorization is demonstrated in Section 3. The proxymodel strikes a balance between access-control-list andcapability-based mechanisms allowing each to be usedwhere appropriate and allowing their use in combi-nation. Section 4 discusses the necessary features of adistributed accounting service and shows how account-ing �ts the model. Section 5 discusses related work ondistributed authorization and accounting. Integrationof the described mechanisms with existing authentica-tion systems is discussed in Section 6, and Section 7discusses some of the more useful restrictions that canbe supported. Section 9 draws conclusions.2 Restricted proxiesA proxy is a token that allows one to operate withthe rights and privileges of the principal that grantedthe proxy. Naturally, it must be possible to verify thata proxy was granted by the principal that it names.This is an authentication problem. In fact a principalwith the credentials1 needed to authenticate itself canoften grant a proxy to another principal simply bypassing on those credentials.Implementing proxies in this manner has severalshortcomings. First, the proxy can be used by anyonethat gets hold of it. This won't always be a prob-lem, but in many cases one should be able to specifythe principal that is to act on one's behalf. Second, aproxy is all or nothing. The individual who has beengranted the proxy can do anything that the grantorcould do on any service to which the original creden-tials applied.1Credentials consist of an encrypted certi�cate togetherwithinformation needed to use the certi�cate.283
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Certi�cate: [restrictions;Kproxy]grantorProxy-key: KproxyFigure 1: A restricted proxyA restricted proxy is a proxy that has had condi-tions placed on its use. A principal possessing au-thentication or authorization credentials can generatea restricted proxy, a new set of credentials which aremore restricted than the original credentials; it is notpossible to remove restrictions. It must be possiblefor the server to which a restricted proxy will be pre-sented (the end-server) to verify that the restrictionshave not been tampered with. Among the restrictionsthat are often speci�ed are that the proxy may only beused by a designated principal, or that the operationsthat may be performed are to be restricted.When a principal issues a restricted proxy to an-other principal, the second principal is authorized toperform all operations for which the �rst principal isauthorized on the server or servers for which the proxyis applicable, subject to any restrictions recorded inthe proxy. In the discussion that follows, the grantoris the principal on whose behalf a proxy allows access.The grantee is the principal designated to act on behalfof the grantor. The end-server is the server to whichthe proxy must be presented to perform an operation.The implementation of restricted proxies relies onthe use of encryption-based authentication of the orig-inal grantor of the proxy. Either conventional orpublic-key cryptography may be used. In this sectionI describe the implementation at a high level, inde-pendent of the authentication mechanism in use. Thedescription assumes that the infrastructure needed toauthenticate the original grantor of a proxy is in placeand messages required by the underlying authentica-tion protocol (e.g., for key distribution) are omittedfor clarity. These details, which are speci�c to the un-derlying authentication mechanism, are described inSection 6.A restricted proxy has two parts: 1) a certi�catesigned by the grantor establishing the proxy, enumer-ating any restrictions, and establishing an encryption(or integrity) key2 to be used by the end-server to ver-ify that the proxy was properly issued to the bearer,and 2) a proxy key, an encryption (or integrity) keycorresponding to the key embedded in the certi�cate,that will be used by the grantee to prove proper pos-session of the proxy. Figure 1 shows the contents of arestricted proxy; square brackets indicate a signatureby the principal indicated in the subscript, or under2Depending on the authentication mechanisms in use, thiskey may require additional protection from disclosure.
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3.1 CapabilitiesA capability can be thought of as a bearer proxythat is restricted to limit the operations that can beperformed and the objects that can be accessed. Norestrictions are placed on the identity of the granteewho is free to pass the capability to others. Whenpresented to the end-server, the grantor's rights (aslimited by the restrictions) are available to the bearer.For example, to create a read capability for a par-ticular �le, a user authorized to read that �le requestsa restricted proxy for use at the �le server containingthe �le (the end-server), but with the restriction thatit can only be used to read the named �le. The ca-pability is then passed to others who can themselvespass it on. To use a capability, the bearer presentsit to the �le server in place of (or in addition to) thebearer's own credentials. If the request is to read the�le named in the capability, the operation is performedwith the rights of the grantor of the proxy.A capability as described above di�ers from tradi-tional capabilities in several ways. One of the mostimportant distinctions is that in presenting a capa-bility (restricted proxy) to the end-server, the bearerdoes not send the entire proxy across the network. In-stead, the bearer sends the certi�cate part of the proxyand proves possession by taking part in an authentica-tion exchange using the proxy key as described earlier.The result is that an attacker can not obtain such acapability by tapping the network to observe the pre-sentation of capabilities by legitimate users.A second distinction is that, as described above,a capability allows a restricted impersonation of thegrantor, not direct access to the named object. Thismeans that one can revoke a capability by changingthe access rights available to the grantor of the ca-pability. Such a change would a�ect all capabilitiesthat had been issued by that grantor (as well as anycopies), but not those that had been issued by others.If the only principal with a priori access to an objectis its owner, this distinction disappears as there canbe only one original grantor.A �nal distinction, as implemented on most authen-tication systems, is that the resulting capability wouldhave an expiration time. This is a feature. If a non-expiring capability is desired, the expiration time canbe set su�ciently far in the future.3.2 An authorization serverAn authorization server implemented using re-stricted proxies does not directly specify that a par-ticular principal is authorized to use a particular ser-vice or access a particular object. Instead, when
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3. [operation X only]R, authentication using KproxyFigure 3: The authorization protocolrequested by an authorized client, the authorizationserver grants a restricted proxy allowing the autho-rized client (the grantee) to act as the authorizationserver for the purpose of asserting the client's rightsto access particular objects. The restrictions in theproxy (in this case a list of authorized actions) aredetermined by consulting the authorization server'sdatabase or applying other suitable heuristics.Figure 3 shows the messages involved when client Cuses authorization server R for authorization to end-server S. The solid lines represent messages in the au-thorization protocol. The initial request for autho-rization is authenticated using the underlying authen-tication protocol. The authorization credentials (a re-stricted proxy) returned in 2 consist of a certi�cateand a proxy key. The proxy key is returned protectedfrom disclosure by encrypting it under the session keyexchanged during authentication with R (encryptionis represented by curly braces fg). To use the proxy,the client presents the proxy to the end-server, par-taking in an authentication exchange as described inSection 2. Message 0, the dashed line in the �gure,represents a priori knowledge about the authoriza-tion credentials needed for server S. This informationmight be speci�ed as part of the application protocol,retrieved from a name server, or obtained from theend-server directly.An end-server wishing to use the services of an au-thorization server would grant full or the maximumdesired access to the authorization server (this is de-scribed in detail in Section 3.5).3.3 A group serverA group server implemented using restricted prox-ies grants proxies that delegate the right to assertmembership in a particular group. The protocol isthe same as that for the authorization server in �g-ure 3; the authorized operation is the assertion ofgroup membership.285
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Certi�cate: [restrictions1;Kproxy1]grantorCerti�cate: [restrictions2;Kproxy2]Kproxy1Certi�cate: [restrictions3;Kproxy3]Kproxy2Proxy-key: Kproxy3Figure 4: Cascaded proxiesA group server might maintain more than onegroup. The name of a group as asserted by the groupserver is unique only for a particular group server (ora small set of servers). As such, a global name of agroup is composed of the name of the group server,and the name of the group on that server.It should be possible for the name of a group toappear in authorization databases anywhere that thename of any other principal might appear. This mightbe on the end-server, or in an authorization server, oreven on another group server. An end-server wishingto use a group server would include the name of agroup in its authorization database. A client wouldobtain a group proxy from the group server and sendit to the end-server when requesting an operation. Theend-server would verify the authenticity of the proxyand the identity of the client, and if valid perform theoperation.If the end-server's authorization database is main-tained by an authorization server, then the clientwould present the group proxy to the authorizationserver, and if all checks out, the authorization serverwould return an authorization proxy to be used by theclient as described in the previous subsection.3.4 Cascaded authorizationIn a paper on cascaded authentication [11], Sollinsproposed a method to pass authorization from partyto party when a task involves cascaded operations byparties that do not completely trust one another. Asimilar mechanism is supported more e�ciently by re-stricted proxies.By its de�nition, a proxy allows one principal toperform an operation on behalf of another. An inter-mediate server that has been granted a bearer proxycan pass that proxy to a subordinate server (the nextserver in the pipeline) with additional restrictions ap-plied. Restrictions are added by signing a new proxywith the proxy key from the original proxy. The newproxy speci�es any additional restrictions and a newproxy key. The certi�cates from both proxies are pro-vided to the subordinate server, but only the proxykey from the �nal proxy in the chain is provided. Fig-ure 4 shows a chain of proxies that might be providedto a subordinate server.

Cascaded authorization is a little di�erent for del-egate proxies. To pass a delegate proxy to a subordi-nate, an intermediate server provides the subordinatewith the certi�cate from the original proxy. Becausethe intermediate server is explicitly named in the orig-inal proxy, it also grants the subordinate a new proxyallowing the subordinate to act as the intermediateserver for the purpose of executing the original proxy.Instead of signing the new proxy with the proxy keyfrom the original proxy, it is signed directly by theintermediate server. An important di�erence betweenthe two approaches to cascaded authorization is thatthe use of a delegate proxy leaves an audit trail sincethe new proxy identi�es the intermediate server.A distinct di�erence between the cascaded authen-tication approach described by Sollins and the ap-proach described here is that in Sollins's approach theend-server has to contact the authentication server toverify the authenticity of a chain of proxies.3.5 Access-control-lists and capabilitiesBy basing authorization on the proxy model, ap-plication servers can easily combine the bene�ts ofaccess-control-lists and capability-based authorizationmechanisms. Application servers would be designedto base authorization on a local access-control-list.Where a capability-based approach is required, theaccess-control-list would contain a single entry namingthe principal (perhaps the server itself) authorized togrant capabilities for server operations.Similarly, when appropriate to hand o� the autho-rization function to a centrally maintained authoriza-tion or group server, the name of the authorizationor group server would be added to the local access-control-list. In fact, if local autonomy is desired, localusers might appear directly in the access-control-listtogether with the name of an authorization server towhich the function of authorizing remote users hasbeen assigned.Since the same access-control-list abstractionshould be used on the authorization servers as on otherservers, access-control-list entries can support an asso-ciated list of restrictions. On an authorization server,the restrictions �eld of a matching access-control-listentry can be copied to the restrictions �eld of the re-sulting proxy. These would be in addition to restric-tions transferred from any proxies presented to theauthorization server or those imposed by the serveritself.Finally, by supporting compound principal identi-�ers in access-control-list entries, it becomes possibleto require the concurrence of multiple principals for286
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certain operations. Among other things, this func-tionality allows one to specify the need for both userand host credentials for certain operations as well asthe separation of privilege so that a single user can'tact alone. Proxy-based authorization allows a user toobtain proxies from more than one grantor for a par-ticular operation, providing the mechanism by whichthe user would assert such concurrence.4 AccountingSection 3 showed how restricted proxies support awide range of authorization mechanisms. Accountingis closely tied to authorization; in fact, the two are in-terdependent. Authorization depends on accountingwhen a server veri�es that a client has been allocatedsu�cient resources (e.g, quota) to perform an opera-tion. Conversely, accounting depends on authorizationto control the transfer of resources from one accountto another.In our design, accounts are maintained on account-ing servers. At a minimum, each account containsa unique name, an access-control-list, and a collec-tion of records, each record specifying a currency anda balance. Accounting servers support multiple cur-rencies, either monetary (dollars, pounds, or yen) orresource speci�c (disk blocks, cpu cycles, or printerpages). Quotas are implemented by transferring fundsof the appropriate currency out of an account when theresource is allocated and transferring the funds backwhen the resource is released. Accounts are identi-�ed as the composition of the principal identi�er forthe accounting server and the name of the account onthe server. It is possible to transfer resources from anaccount on one server to one on another.The transfer of resources can be accomplishedthrough two distinct mechanisms. The simplest mech-anism is used when no guarantee is required that suf-�cient resources exist. A principal authorized to debitan account (the payor) issues a numbered delegateproxy (a check) authorizing the payee to transfer fundsfrom the payor's account to that of the payee. Thischeck limits the resources that can be transferred, andthe payee transfers up to that limit. If the payor usesa di�erent accounting server than the payee, the payeegrants its own accounting server a cascaded proxy(endorsement) for the check allowing the accountingserver to collect the resources on its behalf. Subse-quent accounting servers repeat the process until thepayor's accounting server is reached. Once a check ispaid, the accounting server keeps track of the checknumber until the expiration time on the check. If,within that period, another check with the same num-ber is seen, it is rejected.
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outstanding certi�ed checks, and if found, makes thetransfer. Cashier's checks are also easily supportedby this accounting model; the details are left as anexercise for the reader.5 Related workThis section describes other work that has beendone on authorization and accounting for distributedsystems. Some of the earliest work in the area is foundin Grapevine [2] where end-servers query registrationservers to determine whether a client is a member ofa particular group. A similar approach is employed inSun's Yellow Pages where centrally maintained �lessuch as /etc/group are consulted for authorizationpurposes. In both approaches, the authorization de-cision remains with the local system. With the dis-tributed authorization and group services supportedby restricted proxies, the authorization decision canbe delegated to a remote server.There have been several proposals concerning for-warding and delegation of authentication in dis-tributed systems. Karger [6] proposed a server thatkeeps track of special passwords that are establishedwhen a user logs in. These passwords are passed toother systems which act on the user's behalf for opera-tions that require the cascaded use of multiple servers.This scheme is not encryption-based, but relies on se-cure channels for passing the special passwords. Thesechannels might be implemented on top of an end-to-end encryption mechanism.A mechanism that comes close to restricted proxiesis the cascaded authentication mechanism describedby Sollins [11] in which restrictions can be added ascredentials are passed from system to system. Thedi�erences between Sollins' approach and proxy-basedcascaded authorization was described in Section 3.4.The proxy model described by this paper was de-signed for use in Version 5 of the Kerberos authentica-tion system. Support for proxies was �rst included inthe Kerberos protocol speci�cation in mid 1989 [7]. Atabout the same time, another mechanisms for delega-tion was developed as part of the Digital DistributedSystem Security Architecture [4, 5]. In the DSSA,principals generate and sign delegation certi�cates toallow intermediate systems to act on their behalf. Animportant di�erence is that in the DSSA, restrictionsare supported only by creating separate principals,called roles, and by generating a delegation certi�-cate for one of the roles instead of for the originalprincipal. The delegation then supports only accessspeci�cally authorized for that role. The creation ofa new role is cumbersome when delegating on the y

Certi�cate: frestrictions;KproxygK�1grantorProxy-key: K�1proxyFigure 6: A public-key restricted proxyor when granting access to individual objects. Rolescan not be used to implement the authorization serverdescribed in Section 3.2.Functionality similar to that of the authorizationand group services of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 has beenproposed as part of the European Computer Man-ufacturers Association standard for security in opensystems [1]. The ECMA standard de�nes PrivilegeAttributed Certi�cates (PACs) signed by an author-ity and certifying that the bearer or a named principalpossess certain privileges.Work is underway for the Open Software Founda-tion's Distributed Computing Environment that usesrestricted proxies as supported by Kerberos to pass au-thorization information. In particular, they have im-plemented a privilege attribute server that signs cer-ti�cates asserting a principal's unique identi�er anda set of user groups to which the principal belongs.Plans are in place to extend their mechanism to sup-port delegation [3].Surprisingly little attention has been paid to theissue of accounting in distributed systems. Sentry [9]lays the groundwork for accounting by describing amechanism that would be co-located with an authenti-cation and authorization server. Although they sharea common mechanism, it seems apparent now thatthere is little to be gained by requiring all three ser-vices to be co-located. Like the accounting mechanismdescribed here, Sentry pointed out the need to supportmultiple currencies.Amoeba [8] supports a distributed bank server iden-tical in purpose to the accounting server based on re-stricted proxies. The protocol used by Amoeba's bankserver is signi�cantly di�erent, however. In Amoeba,a client must contact the bank and transfer funds intothe server's account before it contacts the server. Theserver will then provide services until the pre-paidfunds have been exhausted. Like the mechanism de-scribed here, Amoeba supports multiple currencies.6 Integration with existing systemsIt is straightforward to implement restricted prox-ies using encryption-based authentication mechanismsbased on either public-key or conventional cryptogra-phy. This section shows how proxies can be imple-mented with either approach and describes the speci�cdetails of their support in Version 5 of the Kerberosauthentication system.288
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6.1 Public-key cryptographyThe certi�cate for a public-key proxy contains aproxy key generated by the grantor, the expirationtime of the proxy, and the restrictions imposed its use.The proxy key embedded in the proxy certi�cate is apublic key from a public/private key pair. The proxykey provided to the grantee is the other key from thatpair. All �elds are signed by encrypting them with thegrantor's private key. Figure 6 shows a proxy gener-ated in this manner. The signed proxy is additionallytagged with the name of the grantor to enable thoseneeding to verify the proxy to select the correct key.If the authentication system is purely public-key,a public-key digital signature algorithm can be usedin place of the encryption system and the encryptionstep would be replaced by the sealing of the certi�catewith a cryptographic checksum. If a hybrid authenti-cation system is used, where subsequent keys are froma conventional cryptosystem, then the proxy key isa conventional key generated by the grantor and theproxy key must be additionally encrypted in the publickey of the end-server to protect it from disclosure.The proxy is returned to the grantee. When thegrantee presents the proxy to an end-server, the end-server decrypts the proxy using the public key ofthe grantor (obtained from an authentication/nameserver), veri�es the authenticity of the proxy, acceptsadditional authentication from the grantee (either per-sonal authentication for a delegate proxy or proof thatit knows the proxy key for a bearer proxy), checksthe restrictions, and if all checks out, performs therequested operation.6.2 Restricted proxies in KerberosA proxy implemented using an authentication sys-tem based on conventional cryptography is identicalto that in �gure 6 except that the proxy is accompa-nied by credentials authenticating the grantor to theend-server. The proxy certi�cate is encrypted usingthe session key generated by an authentication server,the session key also having been earlier sealed in thecredentials. The proxy key is a secret key generatedby the grantor. This key is both sealed in the proxycerti�cate and securely passed to the grantee. The re-mainder of this section describes the integration of re-stricted proxies with Kerberos [12], an authenticationsystem based on conventional cryptography developedas part of MIT's Project Athena.Kerberos credentials are issued by an authentica-tion server and presented by a client to prove its iden-tity to a particular end-server. Credentials consist oftwo parts: a ticket, and a session key. The ticket con-

tains the name of the authenticated principal and asession key. It is encrypted using the secret key sharedby the end-server and the Kerberos server. The ses-sion key is never sent across the network in the clear.The session key is returned to the client encrypted inthe session key shared by the client and the Kerberosserver.To prove its identity, a client sends the ticket to theend-server along with an authenticator which has beenencrypted using the session key. The authenticatorproves that the client actually possesses the session keyincluded in the ticket. Without this step an attackerwould be able to reuse a ticket that it obtained byeavesdropping on an earlier exchange.Kerberos has been in use at MIT since Fall of 1986,and it has been used elsewhere since then. Version 5 ofKerberos [7] is the �rst major revision of the protocolsince its original release and contains several new fea-tures important for the practical support of restrictedproxies. The inclusion of explicit support for prox-ies in Version 5 makes their use more transparent toapplications which have already been modi�ed to useKerberos.The Version 5 ticket and authenticator each havea new �eld called authorization-data. This �eld con-sists of an arbitrary number of typed sub-�elds, each ofwhich places restrictions on the use of the ticket. TheKerberos protocol does not specify how the sub-�eldsare to be interpreted except to stress that restrictionsmust be additive. Each sub�eld places additional re-strictions on the use of credentials, never removingrestrictions or granting additional privileges.When tickets are requested, the requesting princi-pal can specify that restrictions be placed on their use.When new tickets are issued based on existing creden-tials, restrictions may be added, but not removed. Toadd restrictions to an existing ticket, a client gener-ates an authenticator specifying a proxy key in thesubkey �eld and specifying additional restrictions inthe authorization-data �eld. The ticket and authenti-cator are treated as the new proxy and provided withthe new proxy key to the grantee. Once obtained, thegrantee can use such a proxy the same way it uses anyother credentials issued by the authentication system.6.3 DiscussionSupporting proxies within an authentication mech-anism has several advantages. Transparency is one ad-vantage; a second is that the initial authentication of auser can itself be thought of as the granting of a proxyand restrictions can be placed on the credentials basedon the characteristics of the initial exchange with theauthentication server.289
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A disadvantage of using conventional cryptographyto implement proxies is that each proxy can be used atonly a particular end-server. This is o�set by imple-menting proxies within Kerberos itself since it is possi-ble to issue a proxy for the Kerberos \ticket-granting"service. Such a proxy allows the grantee to obtainproxies with identical restrictions for additional end-servers as needed.7 Common restrictionsThe restrictions �eld of a proxy should be inter-preted as a collection of typed sub�elds, each typecorresponding to a di�erent restriction. This sectiondescribes several of the more useful restrictions andsome that demonstrate the exibility of the model.Additional restrictions are described in [10]. Neithershould be construed as a complete list.7.1 GranteeThis restriction speci�es a list of principals autho-rized to use a proxy and the number of principals fromthe list needed to exercise the proxy (usually one). Touse such a proxy a principal must present the authenti-cation credentials of a named grantee, or an additionalproxy granted by a named grantee, to the end-serveralong with the proxy. If the grantee restriction ismissing, the proxy is a bearer proxy and may be usedby anyone possessing it. To exercise a bearer proxy thebearer must take part in an authentication exchangeproving possession of the proxy key thus preventing anattacker fromusing a proxy obtained by eavesdroppingon the network.7.2 For-use-by-groupThe for-use-by-group restriction speci�es the listof groups authorized to use a proxy and the numberof groups from the list required. To use such a proxy,the bearer presents the proxy along with additionalproxies from appropriate group servers. One way toimplement separation of privilege is to require asser-tion of membership in multiple groups with disjointmembers.7.3 Issued-forThe issued-for restriction speci�es a list of serversauthorized to accept the proxy. This restriction is im-portant for public-key proxies which are otherwise ver-i�able by and exercisable on all servers.7.4 QuotaThe quota restriction speci�es a currency and alimit. It limits the quantity of a resource that can beconsumed or obtained. It will most often be found ina proxy issued by an accounting server.

7.5 AuthorizedThe authorized restriction speci�es a complete listof those objects which may be accessed using the rightsgranted by a proxy and optionally a list of operationsthat may be performed on each object. This restric-tion usually appears in proxies used as capabilities.It also appears in proxies returned by an authoriza-tion server. There are no constraints on the form ofthe object names or the list of operations other thanthat the grantor and the end-server must agree. These�elds are to be interpreted by the end-server.7.6 Group-membershipThis restriction speci�es that the grantee is a mem-ber of only the listed groups. It would be included ina proxy issued by a group server to limit the groups towhich one is a member. Without this restriction, thegrantee would be considered a member of all groupsmaintained by the group server granting the proxy.7.7 Accept-onceThe accept-once restriction tells an end-serverthat it is only to accept a proxy one time. This re-striction takes an identi�er as an argument. Any sub-sequent proxy from the same grantor bearing the sameidenti�er and received by the end-server within the ex-piration time of the �rst proxy is rejected. A real lifeexample of such an identi�er is a check number.7.8 Limit-restrictionRestrictions that are de�ned only for particularend-servers are sometimes needed. If a proxy can beused on a server to which some restrictions do notapply, those restrictions must be associated with thename of the server to which they do apply. This isaccomplished with the limit-restriction restrictionwhich takes a list of servers and a list of other restric-tions. The restrictions embedded within this restric-tion will be enforced by the named servers and ignoredby others.7.9 The propagation of restrictionsAuthentication, authorization, and group serversaccept proxies and issue proxies. If a proxy is issuedbased upon a proxy that includes restrictions, thoserestrictions should be passed on to the proxy to be is-sued. If a restriction is limited (see limit-restriction)then the restriction may be left out if it can be guar-anteed that the proxy to be issued, and any proxiesthat might later be derived from it, can not be usedfor any of the servers listed in the limited restriction.290
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8 StatusA beta release of Kerberos Version 5 is avail-able. The release includes support for restricted prox-ies. Information on the Kerberos release is availablefrom info-kerberos@mit.edu. Authorization andaccounting services built with restricted proxies arebeing developed at the Information Sciences Instituteof the University of Southern California.9 Discussion and conclusionsThe problems of authentication, authorization, andaccounting are closely related. By subtly changing theway one thinks about the problems, the similarities be-come apparent. By extending an authentication sys-tem to support restricted proxies, it becomes possibleto support exible distributed authorization and ac-counting mechanisms. The proxy model strikes a bal-ance between access-control-list and capability-basedmechanisms allowing each to be used where appropri-ate and allowing their use in combination.This paper has shown how restricted proxies can besupported using existing authentication systems andhow they are used for authorization and accounting.The resulting mechanisms scale and appear naturalwhen compared with their analogues in society.AcknowledgmentsI would like to thank Celeste Anderson, Steven Au-gart, Steve Bellovin, Deborah Estrin, David Keppel,John Kohl, Ed Lazowska, Joe Pato, Karen Sollins, BillSommerfeld, Stuart Stubblebine, and Prasad Upasanifor discussions of restricted proxies and comments ondrafts of this paper.References[1] European Computer Manufacturers Association.Security in open systems: Data elements andservice de�nitions, December 1989. StandardECMA-138.[2] Andrew D. Birrell, Roy Levin, Roger M. Need-ham, and Michael D. Schroeder. Grapevine: Anexercise in distributed computing. Communica-tions of the ACM, 25(4):260{274, April 1982.[3] Marlena E. Erdos and Joseph N. Pato. Extendingthe OSF DCE authorization system to supportpractical delegation. In Proceedings of the PSRGWorkshop on Network and Distributed SystemSecurity, pages 93{100, February 1993.
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